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An Early Counterfeiting•	 •Case In Chtna
BY ROBERT MCCABE

A proof impression of the earliest
known counterfeit Chinese note,
printed from the original plate
(shown following). Courtesy Ontario
Science Centre, Toronto.

C OUNTERFEITING IS ALMOST AS OLD AS HUMAN GREED
and larceny; therefore, it shouldn't surprise anyone that paper money
was counterfeited soon after it came into general use during the
Southern Sung Dynasty in China. From the mid-12th century on,

various warnings against counterfeiting, including even the
death penalty, were printed on Chinese notes, giving indi-
rect evidence that counterfeiting was an increasing prob-
lem.

Until recently, however, very little had been written
in English about the subject. It's easy enough for any
researcher to find long lists of articles in Chinese and
Japanese concerning the early paper money of China, then
track down the articles in university libraries and get pho-
tocopies. At that point, however, one usually hits a verita-
ble brick wall.

Getting a reliable translation of such material is a
difficult and often expensive project, and even then, one
may learn little or nothing about counterfeiting. But
sometimes, if you're persistent and patient, you may find
that occasional gem that makes the search worthwhile.

The earliest record of paper money counterfeiting
that I have found is a series of depositions written in 1183
A.D. by a counterfeiter named Chiang Hui. These deposi-
tions were part of the collected works of Chu Hsi, who
appears to have been an official in the judiciary.

Because the six memorials in this work offered inter-
esting commentary on the political, social and economic
life of China in the 12th century, Dr. Hu Shih brought
them to the attention of Professor Lien-Sheng Yang of
Harvard University in 1953. Dr. Yang had just published
his Money and Credit in China the year before and was a
recognized expert in Chinese monetary history. Dr. Yang
translated the depositions on counterfeiting and published
this material in 1961. 1

translations and additional material about this case provided
to in personal correspondence by Professor Tsuen-hsuin Tsien at theme
University of Chicago,2 I offer the following account of what may be the oldest
documented case of counterfeiting paper money.

As necessity is the mother of most inventions, so it was in I 1 th century

Based on these

Lien-Sheng Yang. "The Form of the Paper Note Hui-Tzu of the Southern Sung
Dynasty," Studies in Chinese Institutional History. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press (1961), pp. 216-224.

2 Tsuen-hsuin Tsien, Professor Emeritus, University of Chicago, personal correspon-
dence dated September 12, 1996.
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China. Everyone was having a difficult time with the heavy iron coins used in
everyday transactions. This led people to deposit their coins in "proto-banks"
and then use the receipts, which were like promissory notes, in making purchas-
es. These promissory notes were called chiao-tzu, meaning "exchange medium."

During the reign of Chen-tsung (998-1022 A.D.), the government gave 16
merchants a monopoly on the issuance of these notes. Although none of the
notes have survived, we know from official records that they were printed from
wood blocks on special paper in black, blue and red ink. Usually one note repre-
sented one string of coins, and the merchants were allowed to charge a 3 per cent
fee for supplying and handling the notes. Some of the merchants became greedy
and charged their clients too much for their services, which lead to widespread
complaints and a good many legal cases.

Finally, in 1023 A.D., the government replaced the private
merchants with a "Bureau of exchange medium" in I-Chou, which
is the modern city of Ch'eng-tu in Szechwan Province. The
Chinese were then experimenting with other forms of paper
money in different areas of the country, but the chiao-tzu was the
first widely distributed paper currency to reach large scale use. 3

The government issued the notes every other year, starting
in 1023, and by the time our counterfeiting story takes place, a lit-
tle more than 150 years later, the total circulation was more than
70 million notes.

Our counterfeiter was a professional wood-block cutter
known as Chiang Hui. In those days, published material was
printed from inked wood-blocks on which the characters stood in
relief and the surrounding wood had been cut away. As with other
trades, young boys were apprenticed to learn the requisite skills
before they became professionals, and no doubt Chiang Hui came
up the same way.

Chiang doesn't tell us why he turned to counterfeiting the
first time, but he says it happened in 1177 A.D., when he made 450
sheets of hui-tzu notes. He may have been induced to cut the
wood-blocks and print the notes by T'ang Chung-yu, a prefect, or
chief administrative officer, who was indicted along with Chiang.

Hui-tzu was the name given to the notes that replaced the
chiao-tzu, but both notes were circulating at the time. We know
from official records that the Government printed bui-tzu from
brass plates in a single color and probably overprinted the notes
using wood-blocks or dies with other colors for the seals, signatures and denomi-
nation.

Chiang, however, cut his counterfeit plate in pearwood. The design of the
note may have been very elaborate as it took him ten days to complete the work.
As soon as Chiang's work was discovered and his identity as the counterfeiter
became known to the government, he was arrested and sentenced to be tatooed
as a soldier and exiled to a different prefecture.

There, he was assigned to serve at the Wine Bureau, but rather than do
that demeaning work, he hired a substitute and paid this man with money that he

3 Lien - Sheng Yang. Money and Credit in China, A Short History. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press (1952), pp 52-53.

4 In 1994 this plate was on loan from China to the Ontario Science Center in
Toronto, Canada. The plate is part of the permanent collection of the China
Science and Technology Museum at 1 Bei San Huan Zhong Zhou Street, Beijing,
China. My thanks to Mrs. Nina Li of Miami, Florida, my Chinese translator, for her
help with correspondence to the museum in Beijing, and thanks to Ms. Valerie
Hatten at the Ontario Science Center for her assistance with the photographs.

This copper plate for printing paper
money, believed to be the oldest in
existence, was used in the city of Hang
Zhou around 1005 A.D. (Southern Sung
dynasty). This hui-zi ("pocket money")
is probably similar to the design of the
notes that our counterfeiter made in
1177 A.D. (Photographs by permission
of the Ontario Science Center.)4
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made legitimately by cutting printing blocks for books.
Chiang's next adventure in crime came in 1180 or 1181 A.D. Hearing that

he was about to be arrested on suspicion that he had been involved in another
counterfeiting case, Chiang sought refuge in a local official's house and was hid-
den in a back room. Chiang's grandmother brought him food each day.

The official soon asked Chiang to make some counterfeit notes for him, and
when Chiang hesitated to comply, the official made it clear that he would have his
way or else send Chiang to prison where he might well die. Fearing for his life,
Chiang complied.

The next day, when his grandmother came with food, Chiang explained his
plight to her and asked her to help him get the special paper that would be need-
ed. She made the necessary arrangements and even brought him a traced master
copy of a hui- tzu note for 770 cash (made by another counterfeiter) and a block
of pearwood for making the counterfeit "plate."

When Chiang was finished with the block, his grandmother then brought
in paper for making 200 sheets of hui- tzu and the red, indigo blue, and brownish-
black pigments for ink. Grandma was quite a help, constantly bringing in sup-
plies and taking out the finished product.

According to his deposition, Chiang made another 150 sheets of hui- tzzt

during the last ten day period of the 12th moon (1182 A.D.) Then, during the
first six months of 1183 A.D., he printed another 2600-odd sheets. He usually
printed 100 to 200 sheets at a time.

On the 26th day of the 7th moon, Grandma Chin came rushing in to tell
Chiang that he must run away quickly as soldiers were all around looking for him.
Chiang put up a ladder, climbed over the back wall and ran to a pavilion behind
the house, but there he was caught by soldiers and soon delivered to prison.

For the modern student of counterfeiting, there isn't much to this story.
The depositions do not mention the technical details of the counterfeiting that we
would like to know today. Thus we have no idea how well the counterfeits were
made, what impact they had on the local economy, if any, nor even how the notes
were detected.

And we never learn what happened to Chiang or any of the other characters
in this story. Yet, these brief descriptions of Chiang's counterfeiting do provide
interesting insights into one of the earliest chapters of the history of paper money
in China.
Suggested Reading:

"Forged Notes of the Tang Dynasty: 'Ta Tang Pao Chao,' by Shibai (Sup
Loy) Lu, translated by S.P. Wang, published in Bulletin of the Chinese Banknote
Collectors Society, Vol. 3, No. 1 (March, 1984). A scholarly review of the many
fake notes alleged to be from the Tang dynasty. Copies available from R.
McCabe for an SASE at Toxicology, 5426 N.W. 79th Avenue, Miami, Florida
33166.
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